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All Power to the People: Black Panthers at 50

What’s Inside
NEWS
TAKING A DEGREE IN LIBERAL ARTS
TO THE PROFESSIONAL WORLD
Students will be coached on how to use
their communication skills to leverage
themselves in the workplace. PAGE 2

PROFESSOR DEANE LAMONT
The academic, athlete, and
activist is excited to teach his
upcoming course, “Sport, Religion,
and Social Justice.” PAGE 3
OPINION
THE BLACK PANTHER exhibit closed at Oakland Museum of California. The showcase uncovered the mystery and history behind the Party. (Courtesy of museumca.org)

BY KIMBERLY PASCHAL
SPORTS EDITOR
This year, Saint Mary’s has made an effort to celebrate Black History Month by
displaying historic black figures in Oliver
Hall and hosting “Ready for Revolution?
History and the Black Panther Party.” Professor Waldo Martin of UC Berkeley gave
a talk on the history of the Black Panther
Party and how it is tied into modern social
movements, like Black Lives Matter.
Recently, the Oakland Museum of California concluded their exhibit, All Power
to the People: Black Panthers at 50. The
exhibit opened on Oct. 8, 2016. It was intended to close on Feb. 12, 2017, but was
extended to Feb. 26, 2017, due to popular
demand. According to the official website
of the Oakland Museum of California, the
exhibit provides a “contemporary view of
the Party and its aims to serve oppressed
people and fight injustice.”
The Black Panthers were a radical political party founded by Huey Newton and
Bobby Seale as a response to the needs of
the Black community in Oakland, Calif.
Often misunderstood, the exhibit aims
to uncover the mystery and history of the
Black Panther Party. The Panthers are
credited to the creation of many programs
that benefit people today. The Panthers
also allowed oppressed people to stand up
against power which allowed them to earn
support and admiration from many other

communities in the United States and even
around the globe.
The exhibit chronicles the creation of the
Black Panthers by displaying rare historical
artifacts, never-before-seen photographs,
first-person accounts from former Panthers, scholars, and community members,
and contemporary art.
The Black Panther Party were a complex
group of people. The first-person accounts
by former Panthers provided viewers with
an opportunity to understand the impact of
the Panthers. In one area of the exhibit, the
conflicts between the Panthers, Oakland
police, and the FBI are catalogued through
videos, FBI reports, and rare artifacts donated from the Oakland Police Department.
On Fridays, the museum always holds a
large crowd because of the Off the Grid food
trucks. People from all ages can be seen
learning about the Panthers and their influence on not only the Oakland community,
but also the United States. The purpose
of the exhibit was not just to allow former
Panthers or people from the Panther era
to reminisce or learn more about what
happened when the Panthers were active.
The exhibit also allows young adults and
children to learn more about their shared
history. Many small children could be seen
at the exhibit with their parents learning
about the Panthers’ history.
Toward the end of the exhibit, viewers
had an opportunity to watch a video from
former Panthers discussing their experi-

ences in the party as well as their opinions
on the party’s relevance, and legacy. Some
members admitted their mistakes and even
acknowledge that their image as militants
created a negative shadow around their
image.
When asked if they had any regrets about
their time with the Black Panthers, former
member Billy X Jennings said that he
regrets the use of profanity and not working with the church. Some other members
regretted the use of violence, particularly
their carrying of guns.
Another question posed to former Panthers was: what would a monument to
the Black Panther Party look like? Some
answered it would be the renaming of DeFremery Park to Bobby Hutton Park: The
People’s Park, while someone else said it
would be the Black Power fist raised high in
the air—the logo of the Black Power movement a resistance. M. Gayle Dickson, also
known as Asali, said the monument should
be in Washington D.C., “right along with the
rest of them.”
The All Power to the People: Black Panthers
at 50 exhibit tells the complex and influential
story of the Black Panther Party. The exhibit
was supported in part by the Ford Foundation,
the Oakland Museum Women’s Board, Sheila
Duignan and Mike Wilkins, and members of
the Donor Forum including Eileen Ash and
Frank Arthur, Quinn Delaney and Wayne
Jordan, and Peter Pervere, and Georgia Cassel.

Peter Freund’s Iran|USA exhibit to open at Museum of Art
BY ADRIANA AVILA
STAFF WRITER
Saint Mary’s College Museum of Art
will be opening its doors on Thursday,
March 2, for the anticipated IRAN|USA
exhibit. The exhibit will feature ten
distinct works of art, equally balanced
between the mediums of video and print.
Artist and Saint Mary’s faculty member
Peter Freund is the creator of the exhibit’s
artwork. Freund is a professor of art
theory and practice. He teaches classes
on critical theory and experimental filmmaking.
The IRAN|USA exhibit draws together
those who are interested in contemporary
art and also those who are passionate
about social justice, history, media, and
politics. When asked what the audience

can expect after attending the exhibit,
Freund said, “I hope the community can
find in my exhibition a place of solace
and potential inspiration for rethinking
the fractious political times in which we
find ourselves today. What can art offer
to political thought and social justice?”
According to Freund, “Art can project
a much-needed challenge to the symbols
and signifiers that organize our political
world. By loosening the stranglehold of
the symbolic order in decisive ways, art
can open new paths of thought for those
who are looking for new paths. For many
of those not looking, rational analysis and
rhetorical flourish remain important.”
Freund acknowledged that today ’s
political climate harkens back to the
McCarthy era of the late 1940s and early
1950s. He commented on this period by

pointing out, “These former times saw
similar loyalty oaths, smear tactics, and
scapegoating initiated from the top level
of government in the United States. Of
course these things never really ceased
along the way from 1954 to the present,
but we are now seeing and hearing these
things more baldly than in the intervening years.”
The main video installation in his show,
“directly reminds the viewer of McCarthyism by focusing on footage from the
1954 televised public hearings in which
the Red Scare of Senator Joseph McCarthy was finally put to an end.”
Freund asked: “What does it mean to
remember this historical victory?”
His response was,“Rather than present
this visual material as a documentary film
see Iran|USA Exhibit, page 2

SAINT MARY’S, “END THE
SILENCE” MOVEMENT
The movement on campus gives voices
to students who collectively hold the
same demands for justice. PAGE 4

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Student gives thoughtful response
to the article “Berkeley protests
are ‘silencing the gays’” and the
meaning of “free speech.” PAGE 5
CULTURE

NOISE POP FESTIVAL 2017
The Collegian staff explores
the pros and cons of the lineup
for the 2017 Noise Pop Music
and Arts Festival. PAGE 6
SPORTS
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL HEADS INTO
POSTSEASON WITH MOMENTUM
The women’s basketball team
defeated Pepperdine on Senior
Night and Santa Clara. PAGE 7

MEN’S BASKETBALL ENDS SEASON
Men’s basketball team finished
with a historic record of 26
3, 16-2 WCC. PAGE 8
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might, as visual evidence, my installation poetically refashions
this footage—cuts it up, alters
its speed, reorganizes it—and
then pairs these visuals with a
scripted voice-over narration
in Farsi, as if this were a history
lesson narrated from a fictionalized Iran. Why Iran? As we remember the democratic victory
over McCarthyism, we should
also remember the advancing
U.S. policies against democracy
in Iran at exactly the same moment.”
Freund continued, “That is,
as the domestic struggle against
McCarthyism gave way, the U.S.
had just funded and orchestrated
a coup d’état in Iran and begun
what would become a thoroughgoing and long-standing support of brutal dictatorship in
that country. My installation,
at its root, asks the viewer to
think through this contradiction. When we take inspiration
from defeating McCarthy, from
what premises do we take that
inspiration?”
The video work featured in
the exhibit was created between
2010 and 2015, while the print

work was all produced in the last
year. Freund’s project presented
some challenges.
When asked about the details
of some of his more challenging
exhibit pieces, Freund replied,
“The End of an Error, the central

“Art can project
a much-needed
challenge to the
symbols and signifiers
that organize our
political world...art
can open new paths
of thought for those...
looking for new paths.”
piece in this exhibit, is a multiprojection video installation.
This kind of installation can be
technically challenging to synchronize and it has to be edited
in a projection studio.”
Freund continued, “Really the
technical aspect of art-making
is relatively straight-forward,
however labor-intensive it may
be. It is the conceptual side that
demands much more time, attention and creativity.”

SHORT FILM: EM = Erased Mosssadegh, acorus = Acorus, Calamus, eoe: The End of an Error. (Courtesy
of Saint Mary’s Museum of Art)

Some of the artwork presented
in the IRAN|USA exhibit has
been presented globally.
“In 2015, I presented three
of the five video works in a solo
exhibit at the Sazmanab Center
for Contemporary Art in Tehran,
Iran. The other film/video work
has been showcased in various
festivals in the U.S. and internationally.”
Freund explained, “Since the
2015 show in Iran, I began making 2-D digital imagery. I’m
aiming to create artwork that is

genuinely digital at its conceptual core, not simply produced
on a digital platform.”
Everyone is welcome to converse with the artist at the exhibit’s opening on Thursday,
March 2, from 4:00 to 6:00 p.m.
at Saint Mary’s Museum of Art.
The IRAN|USA exhibit will be
on display from March 2 through
May 28. The Museum is open
from 11:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. every
Wednesday through Sunday.
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Alumni to return for career communications session

SARAH KNEBEL
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For graduating seniors, each
day of spring semester is inching the class of 2017 closer to
the completion of their undergraduate studies. Some students
may be interested in moving
forward with graduate studies
or entering into the workforce.
In order to help set Saint Mary’s
graduates up for future success,
two alumni, J.D. Lanigan ‘93
and Freddie Silveria ‘07 will be
returning to campus on March
9 for a special event entitled,
“You’ve got a Liberal Arts degree, now what? How to apply
your communication skills in
the workplace.”
Lanigan graduated with a
bachelor’s degree in history, and
went on to earn two master’s
degrees in organizational psychology and classics. In 2005,
Lanigan founded Performance
Consulting International. Silveria studied communication at
Saint Mary’s, and held the role
of student body president. He
now serves Performance Consulting International as a proj-
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reporting of news. If a report is wrong or misleading, a
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“To act upon one’s convictions while others wait,
To create a positive force in a world
where cynics abound,
To provide information to people when
it wasn’t available before,
To offer those who want it, a choice—”
—Ted Turner

ect manager and consultant.
Through their experience
working with an international
communications firm, Lanigan
and Silveria have been able to
apply the skills they developed
as Saint Mary’s students to a
professional environment.
“The biggest skill that Saint
Mary’s students have is an ability to articulate their opinions
and thoughts,” Silveria said.
“Our motto is how to distinguish
yourself, and we want to help
bring those skills to the working world.”
According to Lanigan, differences in educational background and generational membership create communicative
gaps. His work in the field of
professional communications
has been an effort to bridge
these gaps and bring people to
a common understanding.
“[It’s about] talking to people
who are different, who think
differently, who process information differently, and whose
[communication] styles are
different,” Lanigan said. “It’s
identifying those differences
and thinking of the best way to

frame your point so the person
gets it.”
In order to bridge those gaps,
Lanigan and Silveria have dedicated themselves to helping
people all over the world establish core communication skills,
learn how to influence others,
and manage conflict.
In order to help current Gaels
distinguish themselves, Lanigan
and Silveria’s interactive event
will give students insights on
the specific skills that employers look for during the hiring
process, help students understand their communication
style, offer tips for adapting
one’s communication style in
order to satisfy colleagues and
clients, in addition to being
present to answer any questions students might have about
their careers and professional
ventures.
“The event is going to be all
about practical techniques for
helping prepare students for
when they go to work and have
their first job,” Lanigan said.
“[Students will learn] some
techniques on how to communicate effectively, be taken

seriously, and earn the respect
of their co-workers.”
Both Lanigan and Silveria believe that earning the respect of
co-workers can be accomplished
through adapting the ways Saint
Mary’s students communicate
in the classroom to fit into a
professional environment.
Silveria commented, “If I was
a Saint Mary ’s student now,
I would absolutely love this
[event] because I’d understand
why I was going to class. When
I was going to school I thought
it was for a piece of paper that
said ‘Saint Mary’s communication degree,’ and if I would have
gone to something like this, I
would know why I was getting a
degree and I would have known
how to use that degree for real
world experiences.”
All students, regardless of
grade level, are encouraged to
attend this informative event.
It will take place in Hagerty
Lounge from 6:00-8:00 p.m. on
March 9. For more details on
event logistics, contact Career
and Professional Development
Services, located on the ground
floor of Filippi Academic Hall.

in Alioto Recreation Centertransported to Kaiser by a friend;
referred to Health and Wellness
Center

come contact off campus; referred
to Community Life

Crime Beat
2/18/17		
5:00 p.m.
Incident: Fire Alarm
Synopsis: Activation of the smoke
detector in Guerrieri East is undetermined; referred to Residential
Experience and Facilities Services
2/19/17		
9:00 a.m.
Incident: Hit and Run
Synopsis: Dark scratches on the
back bumper in Guerrieri West
parking lot— responsible located
and information provided; case
closed
2/19/17		

10:15 p.m.

Incident: Student Handbook
Violation
Synopsis: Possession of marijuana
in Ageno West parking lot; referred to Community Life
2/20/17		
5:15 p.m.
Incident: Fire Alarm
Synopsis: Food cooking set off
alarm in Ageno B; referred to Residential Experience and Facilities
Services
2/21/17 8:00 p.m.
Incident: Medical Incident
Synopsis: Injury to student eye

2/21/17		
8:15 p.m.
Incident: Fire Alarm
Synopsis: Malfunction of Manual
Pull Station in Ageno A; referred
to Residential Experience and
Facilities Services
2/22/17		
11:00 a.m.
Incident: Suspicious Circumstances
Synopsis: Unwanted and unwel-

2/22/17		
12:00 p.m.
Incident: Information
Synopsis: Misunderstanding between staff and student in Oliver
Hall; referred to Sodexo and Community Life
2/24/17		
8:15 p.m.
Incident: Fire Alarm
Synopsis: Alarm activated by food
cooking in Ageno A; referred to
Residential Experience and Facilities Services
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NEWS
Professor Deane Lamont: Resident academic, athlete, and activist
BY KIANA LEI YAP
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Kinesiology and Jan Term
professor, Seminar leader, and
men’s club soccer coach are the
roles most Saint Mary’s students
know Professor Deane Lamont to
hold. However, the titles author,
mentor, and activist could be
added to that list as well.
After taking a sabbatical during the fall semester of 2016 to
continue working on his newest
scholarly manuscript, Lamont
has a busy 2017 ahead of him.
He will be representing Saint
Mary ’s College at the International Lasallian University
Leadership Program this summer in Rome and teaching a new
Community Engagement (CE)
course entitled “Sport, Religion,
and Social Justice” this upcoming fall.
Professor Lamont had much
to disclose about developing and
receiving approval for his new
CE course. He shared his excitement in launching this course in
saying, “It’s an exciting project
and one that I’ve been trying to
bring to fruition for many years.”
While the course is offered
under the Department of Kinesiology, it will be open for students
across campus.
To provide a sneak peek into
the class, “Sport, Religion, and
Social Justice” will examine the

LAMONT is excited to teach his course “Sport, Religion, and Social Justice.” (Courtesy of Ginny Prior)

long-standing belief in the U.S.
that participation in sports is
“positively developmental.”
The course will highlight the
effects of sport involvement on
positively influencing the human
condition, especially through
the social justice efforts of organizations and institutions in
disadvantaged and at-risk communities.
The CE aspect of the course
involves “examining the link
between sport development
research and community application,” which includes visiting
and serving at local organizations
such as Street Soccer USA and the
East Oakland Boxing Association.
On the topic of social justice,
Professor Lamont continued

working on his manuscript entitled, “Black Athlete Power at
Saint Mary’s College of California.” In it, he writes, “Black acts
of resistance and heroic defiance
are now acclaimed as some of
our nation’s most important
moments and [are] broadly celebrated.”
He guides readers through the
lives, activism, and lasting impact
that black student-athletes had
on the Saint Mary’s community
during the three decades postWWII. The students were athletically-outstanding, but they
faced economic and educational
disadvantages, and despite those
difficulties, they took on roles of
social activism at the College in
various ways.

To conclude the interview with
a fun fact, many students, faculty,
and staff may be surprised to
know that Professor Lamont’s
arrival to his academic career as
a professor at Saint Mary’s “was
a little unorthodox.”
After spending much of his
childhood moving around for his
father’s career in the Royal Navy,
Professor Lamont actually left
school at the age of 16 to work and
travel internationally while pursuing his passions for rugby and
soccer. He traveled extensively
through the Middle and Far East,
from Qatar and Egypt to Hong
Kong and Malaysia.
After taking a Royal Navy scuba diving course in his teens, he
found commercial diving work
in the Arabian Gulf—inspecting
hulls on supertankers for Lloyd’s
of London, underwater salvage
work, and oil exploration, and rig
relocation for Aramco of Saudi
Arabia.
After nearly a decade of traveling, working, playing sports, and
diving commercially, Professor
Lamont started college at the
age of 24.
When not in the classroom or
the office, Professor Lamont can
be found playing soccer, golfing,
running, SCUBA diving, volunteering time in his community,
traveling internationally, or passionately supporting Manchester
United.

Campus Snapshots

Campus
Calendar
Presentation by Caves, Coral
Reefs and Culture in Caribbean
Jan Term 2017
Tuesday, February 28
6:30-8:00pm
Brother Alfred Brosseau Hall
Contact cbossard@stmarys-ca.
edu
Old Stories, New Voices: Shakespeare in the 21st Century
Wednesday, March 1
4:00 p.m.
LeFevre Theatre
Contact Krista Varela
kdv1@stmarys-ca.edu
Bouncing Back: How to Build
Resiliency
Wednesday, March 1
5:00-6:15 p.m.
Soda Activity Center: Orinda
Room
Contact David Vengel
djv6@stmarys-ca.edu
Bible Speakers Series: Professor Zach Flanagin
Wednesday, March 1
7:30-9:00 p.m.
Soda Activity Center: Moraga
Room
C o nve r sa t i o n w i t h Pet e r
Freund
Thursday, March 2
4:00-6:00 p.m.
Saint Mary’s College Museum
of Art
Gender, Work, and Corporate
Capitalism
Thursday, March 2
4:30-6:00 p.m.
Online
Contact Professor Soine
ahs3@stmarys-ca.edu

CHERRY BLOSSOMS are a spring staple on Saint Mary’s campus. (Adriana Avila/COLLEGIAN)

THE FRIGHTS performed hit singles from their most recent album. (Eliana Batrez/COLLEGIAN)

THE GARDEN, a pair of twins, played at the 2017 Noise Pop Festival. (Eliana Batrez/COLLEGIAN)

LEFEVRE THEATRE sports a cherry blossom tree standing tall and proud. (Adriana Avila/COLLEGIAN)

School of Science: Cracking
the Codes
Saturday, March 4
9:00 a.m.- 1:00 p.m.
Faculty Staff Dining Room
Contact Ameer Thompson
ant6@stmarys-ca.edu

The Campus Calendar column
is a service highlighting major
events of the week. To include
your event, email details to
staff@stmaryscollegian.com.
Due to space limitations,
we cannot list individual
club meetings.
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OPINION
“End the Silence” is important and student activism matters
BY LEORA MOSMAN
OPINION COLUMNIST
Saint Mary’s has a long history
of student activism, yet not many
people are aware of just how many
of our institutional practices, departments, and even majors were
brought about by students who
voiced their needs and demanded
they be heard.
“Institutional amnesia” is the
term that is given to institutions,
like Saint Mary’s, that tend to conveniently “forget” the reasons why
students speak out, or the issues
that are being called into question.
These issues, which are almost always patterns of institutional shortcoming, are often not addressed in
sustainable and adequate ways. At
Saint Mary’s, student movements
tend to surface every four or five
years; yet rarely is a movement
passed down from one generation
of Saint Mary’s students to the next.
End the Silence (ETS), the student-led movement that originated
in the spring of 2016 to reveal and
rectify institutional issues that disadvantage students of certain racial
and socioeconomic backgrounds,
seeks to change the habit of institutional amnesia at this school.
Formed after numerous incidences
of students being marginalized and
an administration who continually
turned a blind eye to many systemic
issues, End the Silence seeks to be
a platform for students to express
their realities and bring about effective change at Saint Mary’s College.

STUDENTS PARTICIPATE in walkout on Saint Mary’s Parkway. (Photo courtesy of Olivia Meme)

During the initial walkout in May
2016, End the Silence presented
College’s administration with a list
of 10 carefully crafted and widereaching demands for institutional
reform. The demands encompassed
issues ranging from the restructuring of FYAC and Seminar curriculum, to better include marginalized
voices and experiences, to altering
Financial Aid Office policies that
disproportionately disadvantage
students of lower socioeconomic
status (a complete list of demands
and the Administration’s response
can be found on the Saint Mary’s
website).
After receiving a less-than-satisfactory response from the College

one week after the walkout, End
the Silence has pushed for continued institutional reforms—a
responsibility that requires endless
pressure on the administration to
keep these issues at the forefront of
their priorities. Nearly a year after
the original walkout in Dante Quad,
the ETS Negotiations Committee
is still committed to working with
College Administration to implement the changes that were listed
in the original 10 Demands.
In October 2016, a student-only
town hall meeting was held to allow
students to speak openly about the
adequacy of the administration’s
response to the 10 Demands. Even
though an entire summer had

passed, it was clear that Administration had not acted on many of
their promises within their stated
timeline.
A second town hall meeting, in
November, was arranged where
ETS team members and administration members sat together to
address the insufficiencies, while
students, staff, and faculty were
welcomed to observe from the sidelines. This town hall only confirmed
the disappointment that students
felt in the responses, or lack thereof,
from the administration. The conversation, while mainly discouraging, did highlight one demand that
many students clearly felt strongly
about: Demand VII.
Demand VII is the request that
all faculty and staff be required to
attend mandated diversity workshop training. This training would
improve a professor’s “ability to
handle issues of race, gender, class,
oppression and privilege” that come
up in all Seminar classes at one
point or another, in order to give
students of marginalized identities
the same security in class that many
of their more advantaged peers
enjoy . What seemed a reasonable
and achievable demand turned into
months of battling what can and
cannot be required of faculty—yet
the November town hall meeting
allowed students to put intense
pressure on the Faculty Senate to
pass this resolution.
On Wednesday, Feb. 15, the Faculty Senate finally passed a resolution that requires all faculty (both

tenured and adjunct) to attend
diversity training every three years.
Numerous rewards, such as Faculty
Research Grants, Faculty Awards,
Sabbatical Leave, and Faculty Development Fund, will be contingent
on the completion of the training.
Although the passing of this
resolution is a huge testament to
the efforts of End the Silence and
Saint Mary’s students to make our
voices heard, there are many concerns moving forward. Many faculty
members have already expressed
their ambivalence about such a
training, only because the training
as it is currently designed does not
address the critical issues at stake. If
diversity training is to be mandated,
the College must ensure that the
training is of the utmost quality in
order to be effective.
The existence and success of
End the Silence is direct evidence
of the power that students collectively hold in voicing their demands.
Student activism is vital to the life
of this campus, especially when
reflecting the Lasallian Mission
itself. Saint Mary’s must hold itself
to the high standard that we preach,
and it will be student voices who
demand it.
Leora Mosman is one of five new
columnists featured in the Opinion
Section. She is a politics major with
a minor in taking down the white supremacist patriarchy. She stays busy
as a Resident Advisor and as the student coordinator for the GaelPantry
and Solidarity Suppers. In her free
time she likes to drink tea and cook.

Saint Mary’s College is not my home, the people are
BY ZOE LOOS
OPINION COLUMNIST
It would be impossible to list
all the influential individuals I
have come into contact with who
have made my college experience
worthwhile. You are what makes
this school amazing. To list everyone would be to forget someone.
However, I will try, but will probably fail in mentioning everyone.
The spaces that welcome everyone and push for equity: Women’s
Resource Center (WRC), Intercultural Center (IC), High Potential
Program (HP), Student Disabilities Service (SDS). This is for you.
The departments on campus
who work tirelessly to fight for
justice and educate students: sociology, women and gender studies,
ethnic studies, communication,
history, anthropology, psychology, and justice, community, and
leadership. This is for you.
To the faculty I have been fortunate to have, and to the social
justice warrior students I have
had the honor to work with and
witness fighting for what is right
on our campus—know that you
have made this school worth it.
This is for you.
I would have packed my suitcase, weighed it to the airline’s
guideline of 50 pounds or less
and flew back home to Hawai’i if
it were not for all of you.
The change from Hawai’i
to Moraga was drastic for me.
Hawai’i, while under control of a
society that favors whiteness, is
one of the only states where white
individuals are in a demographic

minority. However, this is not to
say that whiteness and colorism
do not percolate into our lush
islands.
Coming to Moraga meant that
as a white presenting hapa haole
(racially mixed with color and not
color) woman, I now blended into
the background. Whiteness operates by allowing white individuals
to be the norm and everyone else
who is a person of color (POC) to
stand out dramatically.
I had no words to describe how
it all felt. The initial shock of not
knowing where I fit in, and my lack
of knowledge regarding society
was beyond challenging. Without
language to navigate a world full of
“isms” and without knowledge of
the multiple forms of oppression
and systems, I was lost.
As a naive freshman who failed
to read the course titles correctly
when signing up for classes, I made
the best mistake I ever made. I
took an ethnic studies class, which
I read as “ethic studies.” That misread changed my life.
Introduction to Ethnic Studies, which was taught by David
Quijada, one of my favorite professors and mentors, saved me from
drowning in the sea of lost feelings. I was beginning to have the
language and knowledge, however
painful, to stay afloat.
I re-learned to swim. I unlearned the history I was force
fed. My joints ached, my fingers
pruned, and my hair cracked in
briny salt sea, but I could survive
now. Learning to swim is excruciating. Currents, riptides, and
waves will pull you down, fill your

THE INTERCULTURAL CENTER is a space on campus for anyone to go and feel at home. (Photo courtesy of Saint Mary’s College of California)

lungs with corrosive salt that eats
away at your soft flesh.
Zealousness was now unleashed
to learn what I was never taught.
Those who I mentioned earlier, I
learned from them as well. I know
now that we can never stop, because the waves will never stop
pounding; a sea of “isms” that will
weigh us down. To reach calmer
waters we have to continue to
move forward.
My happy accident of taking
Ethnic Studies allowed me to
begin to find a collegiate home at
Saint Mary’s. The home I found
exists because of those who have
continually filled my life with
knowledge, growth, and love.
Taking Introduction to Ethnic
Studies opened a whole world to

me of people who actually passionately care.
Our institution prides itself on
inclusion by using the places and
departments I listed earlier as
pillars of excellence. At the same
time though, Saint Mary’s pushes
us to the margins.
Our home is not a commodity to
be used by those who believe they
created it. They do not get to use us
and then turn away when we bring
up important issues that need to
be fixed. They do not get to leave
us when we demand for policies
to be implemented to make this
campus more inclusive.
This is for you—the ones who
saved me. I am forever thankful for
the community of acceptance and
change you created. This college,

while giving us a physical space
to exist does not give us life. That
only comes from those that strive
to learn and grow together.
While I can only speak for myself, I know I am not the only one
who feels the love in your presence and a feels your warmth.
You—faculty, students, staff—are
the reason I did not fly back home.
Zoë Malia Ozoa Loos is a senior
majoring in environmental studies
and ethnic studies. She was born in
Albany, NY and moved to Hawai’i
when she was in the second grade
to be closer to her mom’s side of
the family. Zoë enjoys watching
nature documentaries and cultural
documentaries, learning about ethnobotany, and doing aqua aerobics
with the elderly at her local YMCA.
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OPINION
No Longer

100 Word Rants

BY ERICKA LACSAMANA
STAFF POET

Winter woes: Enough rain Too many sparkles for a bath
BY GABBY VANACORE
OPINION EDITOR

BY ALEXA GAMBERO
EDITOR-IN-CHEIF

This winter has been one long, continuous hurricane and I am done with
it. There are countless puddle soaked socks, and my shoes cannot take it
anymore. And they said that last year was supposed to be El Nino! Well, at
least we are (practically) out of the drought. Bring out the sun and 70-degree
weather already!

I recently saw a glitter bath bomb at Lush Cosmetics that was literally
a block of gold glitter. If I were to bathe in that, I would probably emerge
looking like a sparkly princess. There is no problem with this, but it seems
to defeat the purpose of bathing. If I wanted my body to have glitter on it, I
could just get some glitter and glue and go to town.

BY SOFIA JEREMIAS
EDITOR-IN-CHEIF

BY ZARYA RIVERA
COPY EDITOR

As the weather slowly but surely warms, signs of spring are beginning to
appear. From the friendly faces of the daffodils to the soft rolling hillsides,
the scenery surrounding Saint Mary’s leaves little to be desired. I can’t help
but feel that I’m driving through an impressionist painting on my morning
commute. This time of year makes me unquestionably glad to be alive. I’m
ready to go full on Sound of Music and frolic through the hills while singing.
Julie Andrews, please give me a call.

They're unnecessary, unwanted, and downright useless. Its a waste
of my time, and more importantly—my storage space. I can see that
you're trying to be more tech savvy Saint Mary’s, but I do not want
to go through the extra burden of having to download an app on my
phone to scan the QR codes outside of classrooms. I refuse to give
in. Whats next? QR codes in the dining hall? Administration needs
to relax a bit.

Study abroad: London is calling all students
When touring Saint Mary’s College four years ago, I never dreamt
I would have the courage to study
abroad. During the tour guide’s spiel
regarding all the different options
I could potentially have if I chose
to go here, I shook my head at my
parents. I wanted to let them know
I never planned to venture overseas.
However, I distinctly remember
my dad asking me in that moment,
“Why wouldn’t you?” These words
rang over in my head for a long time
until eventually, after being at Saint
Mary’s for nearly two years, I asked
myself, “Why wouldn’t I?” Why
wouldn’t I take advantage of such
an amazing opportunity that Saint
Mary’s could offer me? And what
an amazing opportunity it turned
out to be.
I chose London. I chose the most
vibrant, bustling, and historic city
that I have ever encountered. Being incredibly overwhelmed at
first, it took me awhile to fall in love
with London. The Tube (London’s
subway system) was hectic, the
expensive food and alcohol was
a little too harsh on my bank account, and the city itself is just so
enormous. However, after getting
settled in and starting my classes,
my study abroad experience became
worthwhile. I learned how to use

STUDYING ABROAD in London is a great opportunity for students. (Photo courtesy of Time Out)

the Tube and the best ways to get
places. I also learned the cheaper
places to eat and had some yummy
meals when my mom came to visit
me and relieved me from my spending. However, one thing that never
changed was London’s size. The
city, for me, will always seem vast
and great because even after being
there for three months, there is still
so much more I wanted to see and
explore. My only regret is that I only
stayed for three months.
While I got to fully experience
London as my home base, what is

Letter to the Editor
Timing is a funny thing.
It just so happens that the week
one of your contributors posted an
opinion defending Milo Yiannopolous in light of the cancellation
of his talk at UC Berkeley a couple
of weeks ago, Yiannopolous happened to not only lose a book deal
at Simon and Schuster, but also
resigned from Breitbart News.
This all happened after he was seen
seemingly condoning pedophilia
in relation to relationships forged
by older and younger gay boys.
While it has been quite the last
couple of weeks for the Breitbart
contributor, seeming to bank off

of the sympathy of conservatives
(including our nation’s President)
as well as one of our own [Saint
Mary’s] students, in defense of socalled “Free Speech.”
Free speech is not guaranteed
without reaction, criticism, or
acceptance. Yes, one can say what
they want in this country, and
it's protected under our rights as
citizens. This is not equivalent to
having what you say to be widely
accepted, celebrated or promoted.
Yiannopolous’ recent downfall
seems to be a sufficient example
of this. To me, it seems that the
realization of his awful opinions

convenient about studying abroad
in Europe is that it is so easy to travel
to neighboring countries. Keep in
mind, future travelers, when you
fly Ryanair, a ticket from London to
Prague can be as low thirty-six dollars. Regio Jet and Flix Bus are also
highly recommended buses that will
get you from city to city and country
to country for as low as five dollars.
Along with all the traveling, I still
had to attend school, and I did so at
Queen Mary University of London.
At Queen Mary I had my own single
room, eight British flatmates, and
has come too late: Yianniopolous
has been in the news within the
past year for inflicting a rather
harsh internet tirade on SNL cast
member and star of Ghostbusters
Leslie Jones, with his followers
joining in. The contributor alludes
to the “destructive” behaviors
that protestors exerted on that
night in Berkeley, but did the
same condemnation come from
conservatives on the hate speech
that spewed from Yiannopolous
and his followers?
Not to mention that his frequent
touting of his gay and Jewish identity is used as a mask to spout his
profoundly fascist rhetoric. We
must not forget the LGBT community was also targeted in the
Fascism and Nazism of the 1930s

I never had my own face
I was designed to be

Spring coming again soon New, pointless QR codes

BY GABBY VANACORE
OPINION EDITOR

I never had my own space

I took four English classes that
couldn’t have been more different
than what my classes are like here at
Saint Mary’s. While I do prefer Saint
Mary’s teaching style as opposed to
the large, lecture style classes, I appreciated this different experience
for one semester. As an English
major, being in England where I
became engrossed in the culture
was surreal.
Aside from my personal bias,
Saint Mary’s offers some other
amazing study abroad opportunities. Whether you are interested
in Italy, Spain, France, Ireland, or
even Australia, there are some great
sponsored and exchange programs
out there. Just be sure to figure
out what place works best for your
major and become educated on the
culture before you go.
The best piece of advice I can give
future travelers is to save up money.
Once you are abroad, you will want
as much freedom as possible to
make the most out of your experience. Study and stay on top of your
academics, but be sure to get out and
see as much as you possibly can. I
learned way more from sightseeing
and interacting with people in the
twelve countries I visited than in
the classroom at Queen Mary. Now
I just cannot wait to travel back one
day. For me, London was calling,
and I am unbelievably grateful that
I answered.
and 40s, along with the Jewish one.
It is a community that should not
be subjected to this hatred, and
does not deserve the blemish that
Yiannopolous continues to make
whenever he opens his mouth.
Yiannopolous has been stopped,
for now. But with Bannon still
within earshot of an incompetent
President, and questionable ap-

I was designed not to see
The shape is who I am
The hair is who I am
I could never and would never
I should never and would
never
I was designed to be one thing
I was designed to see one thing
I was placed in a box
I was trapped like a cornered
fox
Clever and fierce
Powerless and eyes full of tears
I was told one thing
But thought something else
I could not speak a word
I could not shared what’s heard
I was silent and complacent
Now I am loud and very patient
Patient with myself and with
others
Patient with myself and my
sisters and brothers
In a world where silence is
forced
I will not let myself be coerced
Look into my eyes
Look you’ll find no disguise
I am no longer pretending
I am no longer offending
Myself and my beliefs
I will share
I am no longer just going to
stand
In fear
pointments preparing to decimate
the nation’s cabinet, we citizens
seem to have more than a free
speech problem.
To solve it, it takes more than just
complaining about some property
damage on the Berkeley streets.
GLORIA PALMA
CLASS OF 2017

The Collegian’s letter policy:
Letters to the editor may be emailed to smccollegian@gmail.com for
the print version of The Collegian. Please sign your letter with your full
name and, if applicable, your year in school and/or title.
Anonymous letters are rarely, if ever published.
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Noise Pop Music and Arts Festival lineup A movie
about everything
BY JACOB TURNROSE
OPINION EDITOR

20 Minute Loop
On Tuesday, Feb. 21, I entered
the Swedish American Hall for
the first time. The hall, built in
1907 by the Swedish architect
August Nordin, now hosts acoustic concerts by notable musicians throughout the year. The
hall, at least for this particular
show, expressed a DIY vibe. The
piano used by 20 Minute Loop
was not on stage but rather off
to the side, in the midst of the
crowd. The stage monitors were
set on top of Crystal Creamery
milk crates. A band member
told me: “People see our band
name and they ask, ‘Are you like
a techno band?’” And, I can see
their point. Though they may
hail from the tech capital of
the world, San Francisco, they
are a folk group, or rather, a
“Freak-pop” group. A guy standing next to me described them as
“folksy, down to Earth, [with a]
sing-around-the-campfire kind
of feel.” I asked the vocalist to
describe his music and he said
that they’re a pop-rock group,
“with some edge.” Their sound

depended on tight vocal harmony, a blend of some heavily
distorted guitars, soft piano, and
piercing trumpet solos. While
this may sound like chaos on
paper, in practice, it’s a blend
worth experiencing.
No Vacation / Crying
On Friday, Feb. 24, the bands
No Vacation and Crying opened
for Los Campesinos at the Great
American Music Hall in San
Francisco. What was even more
interesting than Los Campesinos
was the stark contrast between
the two openers, revealing two
totally different points on the
indie spectrum. No Vacation
was chill, but to be completely
honest, I couldn’t tell them
apart from all the other indie
pop bands I’ve come in contact
with throughout the years. In
the market of dreamy indie
pop, No Vacation stands in the
shadow of bands like Real Estate,
Beach Fossils, Beach House,
etc. The only interesting thing
about them was the montage of
eclectic clips projected onto a
white sheet behind them. One
illustration featured a mashup of crumbling skyscrapers,
seemingly from demolitions.

Maybe this was an attempt at
emphasizing the band’s breaking down of the definition of the
indie pop genre. In which case,
they should probably head back
into the studio and brainstorm
some more. My favorite illustration was one of Homer Simpson
nodding half-eyed in agreement,
which, I’ll admit, was particularly mesmerizing.
Crying, a three-piece band
hailing from New York City,
played after No Vacation. Notable in this band’s sound is their
incorporation of chiptune. Chiptune, as described on Wikipedia,
is “synthesized electronic music
which is made for programmable
sound generator sound chips”
that are used in vintage consoles
and machines. Chiptune is often
electronic music that incorporates vintage video game sounds.
It was really funny to witness
two bro-types get confused when
Crying started playing some
more chip-heavy songs, such as
“Vacation.” The band makes obvious nods to over-the-top arena
rock, especially on the song “Revival.” They also take influence
from early 2000s pop music;
Hilary Duff is listed as a “related

artist” on Crying’s Spotify page.
Unfortunately, a lot of people
in the audience didn’t really get
Crying. Most people were probably there to see Los Campesinos. It’s a shame because Crying
is such a far-reaching band: they
don’t settle for low-hanging fruit
like No Vacation, rather, they
incorporate all kinds of different
genres and blend them together
into their overly excessive, yet
still totally coherent songs. Crying can be a disorienting and
confusing band, but getting into
them is actually pretty easy.
We’ve all played Nintendo, we’ve
all heard the song “Livin’ on a
Prayer” and on the song “There
was a Door,” the vocalist, Elaiza
Santos, spits a couple verses that
wouldn’t be misplaced if it were
on an extended cut of the “Fresh
Prince of Bel-Air” theme song.
Crying makes appeals to all of
these commonly nostalgic cultural pastimes and places them
into tasteful, modern-sounding
songs. This is the source which
makes them such an invigorating and important band for today’s bland independent music
scene, of which No Vacation so
perfectly embodies.

Middle Kids brings joy to the Bay Area
BY KALI KUSHNER
ASSISTANT CULTURE EDITOR
On Friday, Feb. 24, I had the
privilege of attending one of
the many venues involved with
San Francisco’s annual indie
music and art festival, Noise
Pop. Though this year’s festival
provided a diverse selection of
bands, genres, and venues to
choose from, I decided to return
to my favorite venue: Rickshaw
Stop. During my first year at
Saint Mary’s I was able to see
the Wombats there and ever
since then I have held a preference for similarly intimate
venues (and if you’re curious,
yes, there are a couple rickshaws inside). After meandering around the city, stopping to
eat some Pad Thai, and having
a mug of London Fog outside
of the Opera House, my friend
and I headed over to the show,
where—thanks to our early arrival—we were able to claim a
fantastic spot at the front of the
balcony overlooking the stage.
As we waited for the lineup, we
sang along to the 80s classics
that DJ Aaron Axelsen provided,
accompanied with a visual collage of scenes from music videos
of the era. Did I mention it was
80s covers night?
The first artist of the night
was the New Up, a local band
with an upbeat garage sound
and a pleasing mesh of vocals
from lead guitarist, Noah Reid,
and lead singer, ES Pitcher. It’s
difficult to pinpoint this band,
as they seemed to have a genre
all to themselves. Perhaps NBC
described them best as “[a] San
Francisco five-piece [that] specializes in dark, dreamy rock
with gorgeous female vocals.”
Either way, the New Up started
the evening off with a set of
trance-like covers accompanied
with colorful, ever changing

stage lights, which reflected
perfectly off of Pitcher’s blue
sequined mini-skirt.
Next up was Middle Kids,
an Australian band that has
been featured in publications
such as Rolling Stone and was
even on Conan a week ago. Of
course, this recognition is not
groundless, as their melancholic serenades are sure to
rise in worldwide popularity.
At that point in the night, Aaron
Axelsen, who had been playing
in between sets, made sure to
introduce them with his remix
of “Down Under,” which led to
plenty of giggles from the audience and the band itself. As the
lights dimmed, all eyes were on
the striking figure of Hannah
Joy, who looked like she had
just stepped off the set of a Sofia Coppola film. Although they
didn’t perform any covers, as
the theme suggested, they easily
stole the show.
After two great sets, Rogue
Wave arrived, with lead singer
Zach Rogue visibly excited for
the night. It was all smiles as
they began to play epic renditions of artists such as Genesis,
Led Zeppelin, and the Cure. In
fact, “epic” doesn’t even begin to
describe how cinematic and well
crafted every cover was. The
quartet had clearly put in a lot
of effort into preparing for the
80s theme and because of this, it
was no surprise that the crowd
demanded an encore, which
they gladly delivered with no
less eagerness than when they
had arrived.
When Rogue Wave eventually left the stage, the entire
venue morphed into an 80s
dance party (which I will not
deny being a part of ). As my
friend and I laughed and danced
together, we looked over the
balcony to see Hannah Joy slipping through the crowd with

HANNAH JOY of Middle Kids gazes out to the crowd before their set. (Kali Kushner/COLLEGIAN)

her equipment. (I later learned
that they had to hit the road for
Los Angeles immediately after).
It’s not every day that you get a
chance to come into such close
proximity with an artist you
love, so we raced downstairs
where I was able to meet and
take a photo with Ms. Joy.
Overall, the festival was able
to provide an unforgettable

experience, which freed me
from whatever stress I had been
dealing with before I crossed
over the threshold of Rickshaw
Stop. As mentioned, I only attended one venue, so I can only
imagine how amazing the mass
of the festival is each year. I will
certainly keep an eye out for
next year’s lineup and I highly
recommend that you do as well.

BY AEDAN RICHTER
STAFF WRITER
Imagine spending your entire
life up until the age of 18 stuck in
your house. No visitors, no friends.
“Everything, Everything” is the
story of a girl, Madison Whittier
(Maddy), who has Severe Combined
Immunodeficiency (SCID). She
is essentially allergic to the world.
Maddy has spent her whole life confined to her house with her mother,
a doctor, and the daily visits from
her nurse, Carla. Maddy has always
been content with her life indoors,
until Olly Bright moves in next to
her, opening up a whole world of
possibilities. Now her confined
life is starting to become more and
more like a prison. She is faced with
the question of whether what she’s
doing is actually living, and if not, is
it worth the risk to try really living,
if only for a brief time?
This was an adorable book that
I devoured in two nights. If you’re
looking for something easy and light
to do as a break from homework,
I highly recommend this. After all
of the intense, challenging, hard
to comprehend reading we have
to do for school, it’s refreshing to
curl up with a book that requires
little to no effort to understand and
is pure pleasure to read. It’s full of
adventure—believe it or not—love,
and even some illustrations. While
the narrator might be living a life
not many people could relate to, she
manages to be entirely relatable in
her teenage angst and issues with
her parent. Anyone who has experienced strict or overprotective,
helicopter parents (which pretty
common for our generation) will
enjoy the read. If anything, this book
should give you an appreciation for
how much freedom you never even
realized you had in comparison to
Maddy.
I was excited to see earlier this
week that this wonderful book is
being made into a movie and the
trailer was just released. Amandla
Stenberg, most well known for her
role as Rue in “The Hunger Games,”
will be playing 18-year-old Maddy.
I got really excited when I found
out about that. She completely fits
the image of the Maddy I had in my
mind. Nick Robinson, from “Jurassic World” and “The 5th Wave,” will
be playing Olly. From what I could
see in the trailer, it looks like they
are doing a good job of portraying
this book as accurately as possible
with a minor change to the race of
Maddy’s mother. I would strongly
recommend reading the book before the movie because no matter
how accurate movies are, they are
almost never as good as the book. I
would even hold off on watching the
trailer until after reading the book
because it gives away several main
plot twists.
According to Internet Movie
Data Base (IMDB), the movie is
due to be released May 19, which is
right as school is getting out for us.
This gives you just enough time to
pick up a copy of the book to read.
The library and Link+ are great
resources for that if you don’t want
to purchase it before the end of the
semester.
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SPORTS
Gaels head into postseason action with momentum

SYDNEY RAGGIO came close to a triple double against the Broncos with 17 points, nine rebounds, and six assists. (Courtest of SMC Gaels)

BY KIMBERLY PASCHAL
SPORTS EDITOR
The women’s basketball team
capped off their regular season
with two blowout wins against
Pepperdine and Santa Clara on
Thursday and Saturday, respectively. The Gaels finished the regular season 18-11 overall and 13-5 in
WCC action.
On Thursday night, the Gaels
celebrated their five seniors (Devon Brookshire, Devyn Galland,
Shannon Mauldin, Alia McCoy,
and Samira McDonald) during
Senior Night. Brookshire and
Galland each scored 10 points,

McDonald tied a career high with
seven points, and Mauldin had one
rebound and two assists.
The Gaels started the game a bit
shaky, but eventually sailed past
the Waves to dominate them in
every aspect of the game. The first
quarter started with Pepperdine
within one-point of Saint Mary’s
twice. The Gaels then went on to a
9-0 run to take a double-digit lead.
At the half, the Gaels led the Waves
by 13 points with a 37-24 score.
The Gaels returned to the court in
the third quarter with more ammunition. They ended the third
quarter with a 16-2 run and took
at 27-point, 67-40 lead. The Gaels

matched their largest lead of the
season in the fourth quarter with
a 29-point, 71-42 lead.
Saint Mary’s outrebounded
Pepperdine 52-23 while also setting a season high. With the Gaels
dominating the boards, they gained
a 23-6 advantage offensively and
also lead a 25-4 difference in second-chance points. The Gaels
overpowered the Waves with 40-18
in the paint, 22-15 turnovers, and
23-19 off the bench.
Six Gaels scored in double figures. Junior Stella Beck had a
game-high of 17 points. Sydney
Raggio contributed with 13 points,
eight rebounds, and four assists.

Megan McKay grabbed her eighth
double-double with 11 points and
15 rebounds, falling on rebound
short of tying her career high. Carly
Turner banked 10 points with
two from downtown. The Gaels
navigated through the Waves to
finish with an 84-57 victory, send
off their seniors in true fashion,
and give them momentum for the
postseason.
On Saturday, the team travelled
to Santa Clara for their last game of
the regular season. The Gaels rode
past the Broncos to defeat them
73-58. The Gaels went on an 8-0
run to end the first quarter, which
in turn, helped boost their fourpoint lead to a 12-point lead. After
they got their rhythm, Saint Mary’s
did not waiver. By the start of the
third quarter, the Gaels went on a
9-0 run to get a 20-point lead. A last
minute 19-7 run by the Broncos cut
the Gaels lead to 15-points by the
end of the game.
Three Gaels were in doublefigures. Sydney Raggio almost
grabbed a triple-double after scoring 17 points, securing nine rebounds, and a career high of six
assists. Megan McKay recorded
13 points, five rebounds, and four
assists while Devyn Galland had 12
points off four 3-pointers.
The Gaels shared the ball with 20
assists on 21 made field goals. They
also dominated in rebounds with a
40-25 advantage over the Broncos.
The Gaels head to the WCC
Tournament in Las Vegas off a
three-game win streak. They will
be the No. 3 seed and face No. 6
seed Santa Clara again on Thursday at 6:00 p.m.

Cousins no longer “Boogie-s” with Sacramento Kings
BY RYAN MOYLE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
The 66th annual NBA All Star
Game took place on Feb. 19 in New
Orleans and the leading stories
included a Russell Westbrook dunk
that came from former teammate
Kevin Durant, a new scoring record
set by hometown hero Anthony
Davis, and Stephen Curry lying face
down on the court in order to avoid
a windmill dunk from first time allstar Giannis Antetokounmpo. However, despite the game and the other
festivities from All Star Weekend,
the headline that shook NBA fans
the most was the monumental trade
that turned former Sacramento
Kings superstar, DeMarcus Cousins,
into the newest player on the New
Orleans Pelicans. The trade was announced less than an hour after the
All Star Game ended, leaving NBA
fans in a complete sense of shock.
After being drafted by the Kings
in the 2010 as the fifth overall pick,
Cousins, more commonly known by
his nickname “Boogie,” gradually developed year after year and became
the NBA’s most dominant center
and arguably the best big man in the
league. He could score, rebound,
pass, and defend—the ultimate face
of the Kings’ franchise. However,
despite his gaudy numbers and his
presence on the court, he had one
major flaw: his attitude. Cousins
quickly came to be known as one of
the most emotional players in the
NBA—often destructively so—as he
has lead the league in technical fouls
and ejections for a number of past

DEMARCUS COUSINS abruptly traded to New Orleans Pelicans. (Courtesy of Yahoo Sports)

seasons. His relationship with NBA
officials, referees, fellow players and
coaches and ultimately the Kings’
front office was strained and slowly
worsened after each passing year.
He also never proved himself to be a
winner in the NBA. After a standout
college career at the University of
Kentucky paired alongside fellow
NBA all-star John Wall, Cousins
never saw a winning season in his
professional career, only topping
30 wins in one of his six seasons as a
King. Nevertheless, his loyalty and
dedication to Sacramento never
waned. Days before this past All Star
Game, Cousins expressed his wish to
retire as a King, explaining his desire
to one day have his jersey hanging
up in the rafters. Unfortunately for
Boogie, Kings’ management did not
see it the same way.
Since 2013, the Sacramento Kings
have been under ownership by Vivek
Ranidive, who was influential in

the keeping of the Kings in Sacramento as well as building their new
arena, the Golden 1 Center. Due
to Cousins’ antics on the court,
he had an estranged relationship
with Ranidive and other Kings’ officials. For the past couple seasons,
trade rumors have always swirled
around the Kings ditching Boogie
before the trade deadline, but year
after year, nothing was ever done.
However, this year turned out differently. Five days before the deadline, Kings’ General Manager and
former player, Vlade Divac, finally
pulled the trigger, sending Cousins
to the New Orleans Pelicans in an
exchange package that included
rookie Buddy Hield, Langston Galloway, Tyreke Evans, and a first
and second round draft pick. The
trade could only be described as a
highway robbery for the Pelicans as
they were able to acquire the best
center in the league for a couple of

marginal players, and the Pelicans
could now pair him with the other
best big man in the league, Anthony
Davis. Many Sacramento fans were
devastated, while New Orleans fans
rejoiced. The rest of the NBA stood
in complete disbelief, with only one
thing that was certain: that this may
have been the most lopsided trade in
the history of the NBA.
Despite having the best year of his
career and putting up MVP-caliber
numbers, Cousins was shown the
door by Kings’ ownership, as they
were tired of his attitude and his inability to carry a team to the playoffs.
Cousin’ loyalty never wavered, as he
held back tears in his farewell press
conference to Sacramento fans. But
in the end, the Kings wanted a fresh
start and this is what they got.
With the departure of Cousins,
the Kings are left with arguably the
worst roster in the NBA. General
Manager Vlade Divac has failed to
put together an even decent team
on the court, and the package that
he received for one of the top players
in the league was below mediocre
at best. The Kings are now in a state
of flux, with many fans turning
against the team and calling for the
removal of both Divac and Ranidive.
However, the Pelicans have a bright
future. On paper, they can move
from a subpar team to a playoff team
in a couple of months and have a shot
to dethrone the top contenders in
the Western Conference. As their
optimism blossoms, the sad absence
of DeMarcus Cousins has left the
Sacramento Kings as officially irrelevant in the NBA.

Sports
this week
MEN’S BASKETBALL

Sat. @ Quarterfinals of WCC
Championships, 9:00 p.m.
After impressive wins over
Pepperdine and Santa Clara,
the Gaels head to Las Vegas for
the postseason. They’ll play the
winner of a first round game
between seventh-seeded San
Diego and tenth-seeded Portland
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL

Thurs. @ First Round of WCC
Championships, 6:00 p.m.
Fri. @ Quarterfinals of WCC
Championships, if necessary
The Gaels head into the WCC
tournament on a three-game win
streak. As the third seed, they will
take on No. 6 Santa Clara, a team
they defeated 73-58 just last week
BASEBALL
Tue. @ UCSB, 2:00 p.m.
Fri.-Sun. vs Grand Canyon
University
The Gaels take on nationallyranked UC Santa Barbara before
hosting GCU in a weekend series
SOFTBALL
Fri.-Sun. @ the Cal Poly
Tournament
MEN’S TENNIS
Fri. @ Sacramento St., 1:00 p.m.
Sat. @ Nevada, 12:00 p.m.
WOMEN’S TENNIS
Fri. @ San Jose St., 1:30 p.m.
MEN’S GOLF
Sat. & Sun. @ Desert Mountain
Intercollegiate
BEACH VOLLEYBALL
Sat. & Sun. @ Stanford
Tournament
TRACK
Fri. & Sat. @ Kim Duyst Inv.
WOMEN’S LACROSSE
Fri. @ Central Connecticut St.,
1:00 p.m.
Sun. @ Manhattan College
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GO GAELS!

SPORTS
Men’s basketball puts cap on regular season with two victories
BY DEAN BOERNER
SPORTS EDITOR
The Gaels can now look ahead to
the WCC postseason tournament
with a string of impressive regular
season wins under the belt. On
Thursday, Saint Mary’s surged past
Pepperdine early in the first half,
never looking back on their way to
a 78-49 victory in Firestone Fieldhouse in Malibu, California. Two
nights later, the Gaels hosted Santa
Clara and celebrated their seniors on
senior night in the most fitting way
possible: a 70-56 victory over a feisty
Broncos squad.
Saint Mary’s didn’t waste any time
on Thursday night, claiming a 22-7
lead within the game’s first eight
minutes. By the half, the Gaels had
built a 37-21 lead over a depleted Pepperdine team missing three starters
due to injury.
Matters went from good to great
for the Gaels with the second half
underway. On the way to his thirteenth double-double this season,
center Jock Landale scored the first
11 second-half points for the Gaels’
high-powered offense. Landale
ended up making 10 of his 14 field
goals—good enough for 23 points to
add to his 14 rebounds.
About midway through the second half, Saint Mary’s used an 11-2
run to make their lead 61-35 and

eventually lead by 32 points at one
point in the game on their way to an
easy victory.
In the end, differences in shooting
told the whole story for the Gaels and
Waves in Malibu.
Saint Mary’s shot a proficient
52.5 percent from the field, while
holding the shorthanded Waves to
a dismal 29.3 percent. Differences
in three-point shooting proved to
be just as pronounced. By game’s
end, Pepperdine had shot just 21.1
percent from behind the arc, with
Saint Mary’s shooting an effective
36 percent.
While Pepperdine recorded just
six turnovers, they simply couldn’t
muster enough half-court offense.
The Waves ended up being outscored in the paint by Saint Mary’s
44-16.
Lamond Murray Jr. carried the
offense of Pepperdine with 17 points,
as no other Waves player reached
double digits in the category. For
Saint Mary’s, junior Calvin Hermanson poured in 13 points and grabbed
five rebounds in the Gaels’ final road
conference matchup of the regular
season.
Two nights later, the Gaels hosted
Santa Clara in senior night, where
they honored seniors Joe Rahon
and Dane Pineau in their last regular
season game at McKeon Pavilion.
Fittingly, Saint Mary’s came out

EVAN FITZNER goes up for two of the 36 points in the paint the Gaels scored against Santa Clara on Saturday night. (Courtesy of SMC Gaels)

on fire, jumping out to 20-8 lead behind a banked three-pointer by Rahon and a pair of threes by Emmett
Naar that drove a sold-out McKeon
Pavilion into a frenzy.
Santa Clara bounced back to some
degree, however. The Broncos used a
run of their own—capped by a Jarvis
Pugh layup near the 8:30 mark—to
get within three of Saint Mary’s.
Nevertheless, that’s as close as the
Broncos would get for the remainder
of the game. The finished the opening half on a 12-4 run to head into the
locker room leading 41-29.

“It’s not easy for us to score,” said
Head Coach Randy Bennett after the
game. “Our offensive numbers are
good, but we have to grind, and we’re
grindy because of our defense. Our
defense has made us consistent.”
The Gaels’ lead wouldn’t fluctuate
much for the duration of the second
half on the way to their 26th regular
season win. Saint Mary’s enjoyed
significant scoring advantages in the
pain (36-22), on the glass (33-21),
and in points off turnovers (16-7).
Now, all eyes are on Las Vegas
and beyond for a team who lost the

conference tournament last season
and narrowly lost a spot in the NCAA
Tournament.
As the No. 2 seed, Saint Mary’s will
use a bye in the tournament’s first
round to prepare themselves to play
the winner of seventh-seeded San
Diego and tenth-seeded Portland—
two teams the Gaels handled well in
the regular season.
They’ll play one of those two
teams Saturday night at 9:00 p.m. in
the Orleans Arena, with the eventual
tournament winner guaranteed a
spot in the NCAA tournament.

Baseball splits series with Huskies
BY DJ PFEFFERKORN
STAFF WRITER
The Gaels baseball team
opened their first home series
with a non-conference slate
against the nationally-ranked
Huskies. The Gaels came away
with a 2-2 split to start the season.
Cameron Neff received the
nod from head coach Eric Valenzuela to start the first game of the
series. Washington came alive
early in the first with a three-run
inning that was started by a leadoff walk to A.J. Graffanino. At
the end of the first, Washington
grabbed an early 3-0 lead. In the
third inning, the Gaels scored
their first run of the game.
With Leo Nierenberg on the
mound for Washington, the
Gaels capitalized on the scoring opportunity thanks to another RBI by Zaloumis to cut
the Huskies’ lead to 3-2. In the
top of the fifth, Washington once
again added insurance to their
lead with a Naff single to score
Graffanino, but the Gaels would
answer with two more runs on a
towering home-run off the bat
of red-hot Thoreson to tie the
game at 4-4.
Jake Valdez came into relieve
Neff and shut down the juggernaut Washington offense for
three innings, while Saint Mary’s
tacked on two more runs in the
bottom of the sixth to lead 6-4
heading into the ninth inning.
However, K.J Brady started off
the potential rally with a double
down the right field line and
scored on a Graffanino single to
cut the Gael lead to just 5-4.
The poise of Kevin Milam,
a dual player, appeared when
he came in and shut down the
Washington offense to give the
Gaels the first win of the four-

game series, giving them three
straight wins to begin the season.
The second and third games
in the series saw the Gaels suffer
blowing defeats to the Huskies
by scores of 11-1 and 11-5 respectively.
The fourth game of the series, though, started differently
for the Gaels thanks to leadoff
single by Joey Fiske, who was
later driven in by Milam in the
bottom of the first inning to
give the Gaels an early 1-0 lead.
The Gaels starting pitcher Drew
Strotman would provide a robust
performance due to his ability to
get his breaking pitch over for
strikes and painting the outside
corners.
The Huskies had no answers
for Strotman and the Gaels offense jumped on Washington’s
starting pitcher Jordan Jones’
fastball in the third inning by
mustering two runs on four hits.
The Gaels would tack on five
runs through seven innings,
but Washington would score
three runs in the seventh when
relief pitcher Jake Valdez would
replace Strotman due to clutch
RBI’s from Brady and Morgan.
With the Gaels up 5-3, Thoreson would leadoff with a double
in the bottom of the seventh
and later score on an error to
add insurance to the Gaels lead.
Washington would be able to
score twice in the eight inning
to make it 6-5, but Milam would
shut the door once again for the
Gaels while earning his second
save of the young season and advancing the Gael’s record to 4-2.
The Gaels will look to carry
that momentum when they
travel to UC Santa Barbara on
Tuesday and then host Grand
Canyon University at Louis
Guisto field in a three-game series starting Friday.

